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In 1976, and 1980 the Governing Bodies of the Pan American

Health Organization requested the Secretariat to provide the Member

Governments with a program intended to prepare the health sector

for the impact of natural and technological disasters that cause

life-threatening emergencies with potentially long-term con-

sequences for the public health.

At the request of the Government of Peru at the X3% Meeting of

the Directing Counoil (1984), the Organization has carried out a

survey to determine the status of preparedness in the health

sectors of its Member Governments. The results of the survey and a

history of the develepment and present status of the Disaster

Preparedness and Relief Coordination Program are reviewed in this

report.
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HEALTH IN CASES OF DISASTER AND EMERGENCIES

1. Definition of Terms

1.1 Emergencies and disasters often have different meanings for
different persons or institutions. A common working definition will

assist in clarifying the content of this document.

The manual of the World Health Organization defines an emergency

as "any situation implying unforeseen, severe and immediate threats to

public health."

Within the scope of this document, a disaster will be defined by
our Organization as: "an overwhelming ecological disruption which

exceeds the capacity of a community to adjust, and, consequently,

requires assistance from the outside."

Characteristics of the community affected by an event must enter

into our understanding of disaster. Failure to do so would disregard the

fact that, for instance, the effects of a natural event may pass nearly

unnoticed in a large nation, while a smaller event may be a major

catastrophe for a small island in the Caribbean.

1.2 Disasters are divided into three categories based on their

etiology:

Natural disasters: earthquakes, hurricanes, tornados, floods,

droughts, etc. Although triggered by natural hazards, they are

aggravated by socio-economic factors.

Technological disasters: chemical accidents, fires, explosions,
air crashes, etc. They are the unwanted but direct result of human
activities such as, for instance, industrial development.

Man-made disasters: they are the direct price of armed conflict
and social disturbances to the society.

1.3 Prevention measures are defined as measures aimed at impeding the
occurrence of the natural event, for instance, construction of dams or

levees for flood control. Hurricanes and earthquakes cannot be prevented

with the technology presently available.

Mitigation measures are aimed at reducing the impact of the

natural event. Building codes, for instance, will reduce losses in the

event of earthquakes or hurricanes.

Preparedness measures are directed to enable individuals and

institutions to respond rapidly and effectively to emergency situations

created by any type of disaster. Such measures include formulating

plans, training personael, maintaining inventories of resources, etc.
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2. The Region of the Americas and its Vulnerability to Disasters

2.1 Vulnerability to natural disasters

Most Latin American countries are vulnerable to natural disasters

(earthquakes, hurricanes, floods, etc.). The consequences are immediate

in terms of loss of lives and suffering and can create long-term setbacks

in national development plans toward Health for All by the Year 2000.

Although local material and human resources may be significantly greater

in Latin America than in other Regions of WHO or the Caribbean, the

magnitude of past disasters is considerable: Nicaragua 1972, 10,000

deaths; Honduras, 1974, 800 deaths; Guatemala, 1976, 23,000 deaths. The

1970 earthquake in Peru alone caused 67,000 deaths and approximately

150,000 casualties. This year, in Chile, the earthquake caused 150

deaths, 2,000 injuries and directly affected over i70,000 people.

The Caribbean area is exposed to hazards such as hurricanes (e.g.

Barbados, 1955, Haiti, 1964, Dominica and Dominican Republic in 1979,

Saint Lucia, Haiti and Jamaica in 1980), earthquakes (Trinidad and

Tobago, Jamaica, Antigua), volcanic eruptions (St. Vincent and

Guadeloupe), floods and landslides (most of the islands). The disruption

caused by the natural event is magnified by the physical isolation of
each country and the scarcity of local resources that can be potentially

mobilized by the authorities.

Annex I illustrates the regional occurrence of earthquakes,
hurricanes, floods and volcanic eruptions in the last 15 years.

2.2 Vulnerability to technological disasters

Vulnerability to technological disasters, such as chemical

accidents, fire explosions, etc. is closely associated with industrial
development and population density. Although it does not follow the

clearly defined geographical pattern of natural disasters, before the

year 2000 it is likely to become an increasingly critical public health
concern in many of the Member Countries. This is illustrated by the gas

explosions in Mexico and Brazil and the air crashes in Ecuador and

Bolivia, for example. The Region of the Americas is not immune to tragic
events such as the chemical accident in Bhopal, India.

2.3 Refugees and displaced persons

The armed struggles and social conflicts troubling several Central
American countries have caused the greatest dislocation and suffering
among traditionally disadvantaged groups, especially the rural poor.

Social violence has forced hundreds of thousands of people to become

refugees in foreign countries, searching for security and protection for
their families. Hundreds of thousands more have fled their homes and now

live as displaced persons in makeshift communities or temporary

settlements within their own nation. Delivery of primary health care to
these vulnerable groups is further complicated by the mosaic of

international agencies, local or foreign voluntary organizations and

pressure groups that in many instances contribute to a lack of accepted
technical or administrative standards and coordination.
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2.4 Disasters, disaster relief and development

Although the short-term effects of disasters are those that tend

to impress public opinion and move the international community into

action, their long-term impact on economic development and progress
toward health for all by the year 2000 may be far more important and may

still be felt a decade after the impact. Often, disaster relief and

assistance efforts have lost sight of developmental issues. In some
instances, they have actually contributed to the detrimental impact of

the disasters on long-term progress.

3. Mandate of the Organization

3.1 In October 1976 the Directing Council of PAHO requested that the

Director set up "a disaster unit with instructions to define the policy

of the Organization, to formulate a plan of action for the various types

of disasters, to make an inventory of the human and other resources

available, to train the necessary personnel, to prepare and disseminate

the appropriate guidelines and manuals, and to promote operational
studies to meet the needs of the countries in disaster situations, and to
ensure that this unit establish effective coordination with the United

Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator, the International Red Cross, and

other national and international bodies providing disaster assistance"
(Resolution CD24.RlO) (Annex II).

3.2 In 1979 and 1980, the Directing Council reviewed the preliminary

progress of the Program established in 1977 and instructed the Director

to strengthen its technical cooperation in the aftermath of a disaster

and concentrate efforts on the training of national health officials in

charge of Emergency Preparedness (Resolutions CD26.R36 and CD27.R40)

(Annex II).

3.3 The Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Relief Coordination

Program concentrates its efforts on preparedness (as defined in 1.3) for

natural, technological and man-made disasters (as defined in 1.2). That

is, PAHO focuses on preparing the health sector of Member Countries, as

well as the Organization itself to play an effective role during and
after emergency situations. To a lesser extent, support and cooperation

are also provided for the development of mitigation measures (for

instance, improved design of health facilities, etc.). Prevention

activities are generally outside the domain of health.

It should be noted that other organizational units are responsible
for preparedness and response to emergency situations created by
outbreaks of human disease or of zoonoses.

4. Objectives of the Program

The objectives of the Program are:
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a) To promote and support the establishment of a technical unit,
office or program in the health sector responsible for ongoing

predisaster planning and training and, when applicable,

management of the health aspects of emergency situations;

b) To promote the development of human resources in the health

sector for a multidisciplinary approach to disaster management;

c) To stimulate cooperation between the Ministry of Health, other

health institutions, the non-governmental organizations (NGOs)

and the civil defense or similar institutions responsible for
overall disaster coordination.

d) To improve the management of health problems following
disasters by promoting a technically sound and rational

response to objectively assessed emergency needs, in accordance

with long-term development goals.

5. PAHO's Approach to Emergency Preparedness

5.1 Emergency preparedness activities should be regarded as an
extension, during extraordinary times and circumstances, of PAHO's

developmental effort in primary health care. Emergency preparedness

activities are and should be complementary and supportive of the normal
technical cooperation activities of the Organization. Emergency

situations also have provided repeated opportunities for changes and

innovations at country level, such as the establishment of communicable

disease surveillance systems. An emergency preparedness program at

regional and national level is, therefore, an essential component of the
development process in the health sector and accordingly have received

due attention in the organizational structure, staffing and budgeting
process.

5.2 Disaster relief and, consequently, disaster preparedness are
genuinely intersectoral activities. The regional and national programs

should foster participation of other sectors and serve as a

non-controversial bridge between all parties involved (private and public
sector, Ministry of Health and Social Security, governmental and

non-governmental organizations, civilian and military, national and

international communities). The placement of the program in the

respective organizational flow charts at national level should facilitate
contacts and cooperation within and outside the health sector. In

addition to obvious benefits for disaster relief, such intersectoral

coordination offers defimite advantages for further cooperation in
development activities.

5.3 Emergency preparedmess is not the exclusive responsibility of

disaster experts. It is an approach or state of mind that should involve

all technical cooperation programs of the Organization. Regional and

national programs should stimulate, coordinate and support the inclusion

of emergency preparedness in the activities of other technical units,
rather than implement activities on a vertical basis.
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5.4 Emphasis is placed on dissemination of basic managerial concepts
aimed at rational decision making in times of crisis, based on a more

detailed assessment of emergency needs rather than on reliance on

technology, stockpiles and sophisticated, voluminous and untested

contingency plans. At regional level, the development of a "critical
mass" of health professionals familiar with the general principles of

emergency management has precedence over the formulation of high

technology solutions to scientifically challenging problems.

6. Program Components

The Emergency Preparedness Program is divided into components, as
follows:

a) Technical cooperation to national programs

b) Development of training/educational material

c) Training in environmental health
d) Hospital disaster preparedness

e) Assessment of health needs following sudden impact disasters

f) Technological disasters

g) Overall program management and supervision.

7. Progress Report on the Regional Program

7.1 Technical cooperation to national programs

Since the inception of the program, PAHO has dedicated most of its
resources to the establishment and strengthening of national disaster

preparedness programs in the health sector of disaster-prone countries.

It is encouraging to note the increasing role national

counterparts have played in setting priorities and allocating the

resources of the regional program. In the late seventies, most health

preparedness activities taking place in the Region were initiated by the

Organization.

The responsibility for planning and providing technical
cooperation to national programs lies with three subregional advisors,
one stationed in Costa Rica for Central America and Panama, one in Peru

for South America, and one in Antigua, W.I., for the Caribbean. Other
countries are served directly from Headquarters.

a) Mexico, Central America, and Panama

Technical cooperation in emergency preparedness to Central

America was originally provided from the Washington Office.

As of this year, it is the responsibility of an advisor
stationed in Costa Rica. Disaster preparedness units or

offices are now operating in the health sector of four

countries. In i984, support was provided for ten national or

subregional meetings held in Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras, E1

Salvador aad Guatemala. In line with the philosophy of
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Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries (TCDC), PAHO

relied heavily on the exchange of experience and cross-

fertilization among countries. The direct cost of technical

cooperation provided to Central America in 1984 exceeded
US_150,000.

A topic of special relevance to this subregion is health care

for refugees and displaced persons. Jointly with UNHCR, Red

Cross and UNICEF, PAHO held a high-level meeting of health

officials in February 1984 in M_rida, Mexico, to discuss this

problem. It concluded that the Ministers of Health, with the

support of PAHO at regional level, could play a more direct

role in ensuring that these vulnerable groups receive primary

health care of the same quality and level as the surrounding

populations. The need for technical support and training of

non-governmental organizations was also identified to ensure

that the health care provided conforms to the norms and

standards used in the country. The meeting resulted in a

progressive increase of the technical cooperation that the

Organization is lending in support of the activities being

undertaken by national health sectors and the United Nations

High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR). As part of the

overall "Health as a Bridge for Peace" initiative submitted

by PAHO to potential donors in relation to Central American
health issues, a pilot project was designed to supply health

care for displaced persons in Costa Rica.

b) South America

The South American subregion is attended by a Subregional
Advisor stationed in Lima, Peru. Technical cooperation was

directed largely to the Andean countries most vulnerable to

major earthquakes--especially Colombia, Ecuador and Peru,
countries that have established disaster preparedness

programs in the health sector (Ministry of Health or Social

Security).

Of particular interest is the successful follow-up of the

Meeting of Deans of the Schools of Public Health held in

Washington in Decemb,_r 1983 with the purpose of including

disaster preparedness in the teaching curriculum. Tbis

objective is well on its way to being met. An evaluation

meeting with the Deans and curriculum coordinators is
scheduled for late 1985 in cooperation with the Latin

American Association of Public Health Schools (ALAESP).

In 1984, direct costs of technical cooperation to South

America amounted to approximately US_260,000, including

support to 22 meetings and workshops in Argentina, Brazil,

Colombia, Ecuador, and Peru.
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c) Caribbean

This Subregion includes all English, French or Spanish-

speaking islands as well as Suriname and Guyana. PAHO

activities are integrated in the multi-agency Pan Caribbean

Disaster Preparedness and Prevention Project headquartered in

Antigua, West Indies. This multisectoral initiative of

several UN agencies: UNDRO, WHO/PAHO and secondarily WMO,

ITU, etc., is funded by a pool of donor agencies (AID, CIDA,

EEC and, recently, through PAHO, the Government of the

Netherlands).

Activities have taken place in most countries of the

subregion, although at a pace somewhat slower in 1984 than in

1983, due to the sharing of the PAHO Health Advisor between

health activities and his responsibility as overall Project

Manager on behalf of CARICOM. Among activities of particular
significance are a series of environmental health training

courses, vulnerability analysis of some hospital facilities
to hurricanes, participation of the health sector in a

meeting of all Caribbean national disaster coordinators, and

initiation of the establishment of a radio emergency network

through the satellite ATS-3 of NASA.

The direct cost of technical cooperation to the Caribbean

countries is estimated at 3185,000 for the 1984 fiscal year.

7.2 Development of training/education material

This regional component has undertaken considerable expansion over

the eight years of existence of the Program. At its inception in 1977,

there was a considerable lack of technical guidelines, manuals or

audiovisual material on health emergency preparedness. In the Spanish

language the shortage was almost total.

7.2.1 As a first phase, PAHO issued a series of six Scientific

Publications in English and Spanish (and by late 1985 in French) on the
general management of various health aspects of emergency situations.

Widely promoted, these manuals are among the most requested publications
of the Organization, leading to the printing of a second issue (average

8,000 copies each in both languages). Numerous requests are received

from countries or organizations outside the Americas. To complement the
manuals, eight sets of slides were developed in both languages. This

material is directed to managers, decision makers and middle level health

professionals. Intended to promote management principles, they do not

enter into technical details. New materials are currently being

developed to address t_ose needs.

7.2.2 An eight-page qdarterly newsletter, "Disaster Preparedness in the
t,

Americas, was first _ssued in 1979. Directed to a broad audience of

health professionals, scientists, civil defense officials and voluntary
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agencies personnel, it serves as a powerful and cost-effective instrument
to disseminate new managerial approaches to disaster relief, stimulate

discussion and debates of key issues, as well as raise questions on some

deeply rooted practices or beliefs regarding disasters. From an initial

press run of 500, 4,000 copies are now printed in each language. The
high level of interest in North America and in other regions explains the

number of copies in English.

The publication of this newsletter proved to be a very

cost-effective activity to link country programs and promote greater

participation of the health sector in predisaster planning. The level of
contribution of health officials from Member Countries to the newsletter

remains to be improved through articles, opinions or reports.

7.2.3 To complement the manuals and slides series, technical articles

covering a broad scope of disaster and health issues are screened and

reproduced for free distribution upon request. A fully computerized

bibliography, Disaster Update, provides access to approximately 3,000
documents in the Program reference center. Most of these documents are

available from PAHO on microfiche, an_ are not normally accessible

through commercial or official retrieval systems (Medlars, etc.).

Operational research on disasters affecting the Americas is
promoted and supported. The results deemed to have scientifically sound

management value are published as Disaster Reports.

Critical abstracts of books and films are prepared with an eye

toward providing professionals in Member Countries with an overview of
the availability and appropriateness of such materials. Those considered

pertinent are purchased for reference and lending purposes.

Slides, photographs, video and films on actual disaster situations

are actively produced and collected on a worldwide basis, inventoried and
indexed for further use in training or publication.

7.2.4 As a substitute for first-hand experience, classroom desk-top

simulation exercises were developed to simulate the flow (or the lack) of

information, that reaches decision makers immediately following a
disaster. These exercises proved to be a most valuable educational

method adapted to the specific requirement of the program. They have

been used in most countries of the Region for audiences of various levels

of authority and backgrounds.

7.2.5 One area the program had not addressed in the earlier phase was

the role of public opinion in disaster situations. In 1984, PAHO reached

an agreement with the British Broadcasting Corporation to coproduce a

film focusing on preparedness and emergency management of natural
disasters. This television documentary should serve to heighten public

awareness of the real health problems that emerge as a result of natural

disasters, dispell commonly held myths, and point to the steps that need

to be taken to ensure that rapid recovery is possible. It is hoped that
the film will be helpful in educating the public and thereby make relief

efforts more efficient. The release is expected for mid-1985.
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7.3 Training in environmental health

7.3.1 Sanitary engineers and other environmental health professionals

play a key role in the event of disaster. Indeed, disasters by

definition consist of sudden environmental changes that are detrimental
to the public health. Furthermore, there is hardly any emergency

situation in which adequate water supply or sanitation are not a major
concern.

7.3.2 Progress made in this component is to be credited to the

continuous support and active involvement of the Environmental Health

Program and the Pan American Center for Sanitary Engineering and

Environmental Sciences (CEPIS).

Comprehensive training modules on water supply systems following

earthquakes and floods have been developed, circulated, tested and
revised by CEPIS. Mitigation, preparedness and relief management aspects

relevant to water supply systems have been extensively treated through

case studies. Short guidelines illustrated with sets of slides have been

completed in English and Spanish, on vector control and bacteriological

analysis of water supply sources following disasters.

The CEPIS training modules now available in Spanish only are being

adapted to the Caribbean environment and will be available in English,
together with four sets of slides, in late 1985.

7.4 Hospital disaster preparedness

7.4.1 Efficient response to sudden impact disasters requires that

hospitals be prepared to provide minimum health care to a large number of

casualties. The explosion of gas holding tanks in Mexico City and the

recent earthquake in Chile illustrate the magnitude of the problem health
services may be facing under emergency conditions. Although the most

effective form of preparing care institutions to face disasters may be to

improve their capacity to handle daily emergencies, this program

addresses only indirectly the establishment or strengthening of emergency

medical services. Rather, it aims to optimize the use of existing

resources, services and facilities in case of disaster.

7.4.2 In Latin America over 15 workshops on mass casualty management

were sponsored by PAHO, and 7 hospitals were selected to take part in a

pilot project aiming to develop procedures and train hospital personnel

in predisaster planning. Among the problems encountered is the relative

scarcity of Spanish-speaking experts familiar with the formulation of
disaster plans and drills for areas in which organized emergency medical

services, radio networks and centralized ambulance system,; are lacking.

7.4.3 In the Caribbean, PAHO, in coordination with CAR£COM and the Pan

Caribbean Disaster Preparedness and Prevention Project, initiated a
feasibility study for a formal mechanism to address mass casualty

incidents on a Caribbean-wide rather than national basis. A hospital

survey in the English-speaking Caribbean countries and preliminary

contacts with governments, airlines and other agencies have been made to
ascertain the potential response capability in the event _)fdisaster.
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According to the results of this feasibility study on the regional

mechanism in the Caribbean, formal consultation with participating

countries and funding agencies will take place for its gradual

implementation·

7.4.4 It is expected that upon the completion of the five-year

activities in this component (March 1988), a reservoir of expertise and

pilot hospitals will be available within the most vulnerable countries of
Latin America· However, unless Member Countries dedicate significant

efforts at national level, the limited resources available at regional

level (_607,000 over a period of five years) are likely to have only an

ephemeral and modest impact.

7.5 Training in field assessment of health needs following sudden

impact disasters

7.5.1 Rapid and accurate information on health needs fol]owing sudden

impact disasters is essential for good management of the relief

assistance. There is currently no field-tested method for quick
assessment of health needs in the immediate aftermath of natural

disasters. The development of technically sound and standardized methods

of data collection and interpretation may contribute significantly to the

improvement of relief activities. In addition to permitting rational and
effective decision-making by relief officials from the affected country

and donor agencies, data collected during assessment will also ensure a
better understanding of disaster-related health problems in future

emergency situations· In the health sector, PAHO is best equipped to

assume, at regional level, the technical responsibility and leadership in

developing and disseminating this know-how. Technical cooperation in

assessing needs is regarded by the Governing Bodies as a main role of

PAHO in case of disasters (CD26.R36, CD27.R40).

7.5.2 Planned activities are as follows:

· identification of essential information required by health

relief officials and donor agencies for prompt decision-making

immediately following a disaster;

· identification of techniques to collect and interpret this

information in a _imely manner;

· development of training material and organization of workshops
or courses.

7.5.3 So far, reasonable progress has been achieved in the

identification of the information required· In coordination with UNDRO
and ECLA, 25 regional experts from various sectors met for four days in

Mexico in May 198_ and developed an extensive list of indicators to

estimate emerging needs in agriculture, nutrition, health care,

sanitation, transportation, and communication· Considerable work,

however, remains necessary to distill the extensive list of data regarded
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as ideal by experts to a workable checklist of operational relevance in

the first d._ys or weeks following a catastrophe. This further step was

completed in a joint meeting of experts from the WHO Regional Office for

Europe and from PAHO, held in Ottawa, Canada, in March 1985.

7.5.4 A team of PAHO staff members stationed throughout the Caribbean is

on stand-by for the hurricane season to assist the countries in assessing
needs and coordinating the relief effort if disaster strikes. An

operations manual has been developed and revised over the last three

years to standardize the procedures and methods to be used by this
disaster-response team in the early assessment of health needs in a

stricken island. Field exercises and drills are scheduled to take place
before the 1985 hurricane season in order to familiarize the team members

with the communications equipment and test the procedures under difficult
conditions.

7.5.5 In order to facilitate the rapid entry of a multidisciplinary team

of PAHO experts after a disaster (see Resolution CD27.R40) PAHO entered

in formal agreement with Antigua, DomJnlca, St. Christopher and Nevis,

Saint Lucia and Suriname. A copy of the standard formal agreement is

attached to this report (Annex III).

It is suggested that countries with limited human resources
consider the convenience of this mechanism to facilitate immediate

technical cooperation from PAHO in the event that international

communications are disrupted by a major disaster. Running the risk of
unnecessarily mobilizing PAHO experts familiar with the country would

appear preferable to waiting until normal channels of communication with

the authorities are open, only to find that help was needed earlier.

7.6 Preparedness for technological disasters

7.6.1 This area provides an excellent opportunity for inter-program
cooperation within the Organization and the health sector. While the

International Program of Chemical Safety is focusing its attention mainly
on the study and prevention of all health effects of slow or sudden

chemical releases, the Emergency Preparednes= and Disaster Coordination

Program limits its action to the formulation of contingency plans and
intersectoral coordination of the health sector response in case of

massive sudden chemical accidents. For both programs, the Pan American

Center for Human Ecology and ttealth (ECO) is acting as the main channel

for technical cooperation to Member Countries.

7.6.2 In 1984, PAHO initiated a regional analysis of vulnerability to
technological disasters and promoted a series of workshops at regional
and national level on chemical accidents. These activities, implemented

by ECO, provide an illustration of the excellent cooperation to be

achieved between programs. The workshops, to be continued in 1985,

constitute, in many iastances, the first opportunity for all sectors

(health, industry, fire, police, etc.) to meet and discuss a joint

approach to an increasingly serious threat in Member Countries.
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7.6.3 Activities remain at a relatively modest level due to the low

level of funding of this component (3100,000 from extrabudgetary sources

for the biennium 1984-1985). Negotiations are currently underway with

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency for joint ventures in the area

of health preparedness for chemical accidents.

7.6.4 With the projected pace of development of the regional programs of

Chemical Safety (IPCS) and the Emergency Preparedness Program in this

field, close cooperation will be maintained in order to define areas of

responsibility more clearly and maximize the use of the scarce resources

of the Organization.

8. Regional Activities in Disaster Relief Coordination

8.1 The management of the response to a disaster and the provision of
health assistance to the victims are the exclusive responsibility of the

affected country. Similarly, the establishment of priorities and the
coordination of international assistance is primarily a national

prerogative.

8.2 The Governing Bodies (Resolution CD27.R40) requested the Director

to gradually increase the Organization's cooperation "in the assessment

of emergency needs," and related areas. In addition, the Organization

also responds to requests for any specific emergency technical

cooperation in its field of expertise.

8°3 U.N_ Agencies (for instance, UNDRO, UNICEF, WFP), other member

countries, organizations--governmental (e.go EEC, CARICOM, etc.) or

non-governmental (e.g. Red Cross)--also expect WHO to issue authoritative

and independent opinions regarding what it considers to be genuine

priority health needs. As a matter of principle PAHO, as Regional Office

of the World Health Organization, has consistently offered the least

subjective, the most detached assessment of the health needs based on its

broad experience in disaster situations, the regional health priorities

determined by its Governing Bodies, and the available information on the
situation in the affected country.

8.4 In 1984, requests or need for disaster relief and coordination by

PAHO have been minimal. Regional support was channeled to Ecuador

(malaria control following the 1983 floods); Colombia (technical
cooperation and supplies following the 1984 floods, thanks to the

donation of US_23,000 from CIDA); E1 Salvador (supplies for Hospital

Rosales with the support of the Canadian Embassy); and Peru (follow-up of

the 1983 floods in Piura and Tumbes). Technical cooperation was offered
to Ecuador and Mexico following the mass casualty incidents caused by the

technological disasters in their capital cities. Supplies procured in

1984 amounted to US_35,000, approximately 10% of the amount administered
in 1983. In 1985, PAHO donated the amount of US_50,O00 from its Natural

Disaster Relief Voluntary Fund to assist the health services of Chile

following the devastating earthquake in the central regfon of the

country. PAHO also assisted in obtaining a grant of US_30,O00 from CIDA

(medical supplias to be procured by PAHO) and US_50,O00 from AID/OFDA

(direct bilateral procurement) on behalf of Chile.
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9. Status of Health Sector National Disaster Preparedness Programs in
Member Countries

9.1 Health disaster preparedness activities, especially training

events, are taking place in 1985 in almost every country of the Region.
Nonetheless, workshops, courses and other periodic activities do not

necessarily imply the existence of a genuine program of continuous

planning, training and coordination in the health sector. Nor does the
level of PAHO commitment and expenditure in a given country necessarily

reflect the level of commitment and development of the national program.

In some countries the comparatively high level of activities is likely to

decline sharply if PAHO funding and technical support is reduced.

9.2 Not all countries may need a full-fledged disaster preparedness

program in the health sector. The risk of earthquakes, hurricanes, and

floods is not evenly shared among nations. Nor can every country afford

the cost of additional manpower and material resources required to reach

and maintain an optimal level of preparedness in the health sector.

Certainly, none can afford to be fully prepared for every type and
magnitude of disaster. Ironically, small countries such _s the Caribbeam

Islands which are the most vulnerable to the long-term impact of

disasters, are the least able to afford the investment in human resources

required for disaster preparedness.

9.3 A few indicators have been selected to evaluate the level of

development of national programs.

9.3.1 According to the information available, only 13 countries of the

Region have taken the formal step to establish a program within the

Ministry of Health. However, three of these programs have no full-time
professional staff available nor an identified budget, limiting their

effectiveness considerably. Twelve countries are allocating a modest

amount of the PAHO country resources to disaster preparedness to match or

complement support from the regional program. This statistic, however,
does not take into account that in ail countries where disaster

preparedness activities are taking place, PAHO country staff usually

provide extensive technical support and guidance in their planning and
implementation.

9.3.2 Most countries report to have established task forces or

committees within the Ministry of Health or the Health Sector. However,

regional experience suggests that committees and task forces are not

always an effective mechanism in the absence of a technical program with

human and material resources earmarked for that purpose.

9.3.3 Only three countries out of the 17 formally replying to the survey

questionnaire acknowledged the lack of national disaster plans for the
health sector. Approximately half of the countries that reported having

such a plan recognized that health personnel have not been briefed or

familiarized with the plan. In general, only a limited number of copies
of the plan are published, making the broad dissemination required for

its effective implementation difficult.
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In the experience of the Organization, few of the national health

plans meet the requirements for effectiveness (simple, practical, widely
disseminated and tested).

Improvement with regard to general emergency plans at the

provincial and local levels in the health sector and specific contingency

plans for hospitals are also necessary.

9.3.4 In summary, the preliminary results of the survey undertaken by

the Organization confirm that although most disaster-prone countries have
established coordination mechanisms (committees, task forces) at central

level of the Ministry of Health, a limited number have allocated the

personnel and operating budget necessary to effectively increase the

preparedness of the health sector by updating and testing plans and
training health professionals.

10. Funding of the Program

10.1 The table in Annex 4 indicates the budget available for disaster

preparedness in the biennium 1984-1985. It is worth mentioning the
considerable proportion of the activities funded from extrabudgetary

sources. Main agencies supporting the Program over the last five years

include CIDA, AID/0FDA, EEC, SIDA and the Government of the Netherlands.

10.2 The predominantly extrabudgetary origin of the funding presents

both advantages and inconveniences. On one hand, it permits the

Organization to promote and offer technical cooperation in an extent and

with a flexibility normally not possible with existing limited

resources. On the other hand, it requires considerable managerial

investment in liaison with agencies and monitoring and reporting of

expenditures in a specific format for each agency. The uncertainty of

the timing and duration of the funding is also hampering medium-term
planning.

10.3 Funds allocated for disaster preparedness cannot be used for
providing relief assistance (grants, supplies, etc.) in case of

disasters. For this purpose, the Governing Bodies established the

Natural Disaster Relief Voluntary Fund (PD fund) Lo which governments and
donors would contribute prior to a disaster. However, despite the

Organization's repeated encouragement and requests, no advance
contribution has been obtained to date. This reflects the reluctance or

administrative difficulty of agencies to commit funds for relief

assistance before the nature of needs and place are known. Currently

funded at the level of US_250,000, the PD fund provides PAHO with the
mechanism for immediate mobilization of resources upon preliminary oral

pledge from a donor agency and for modest direct contributions from the

Organization (for example, _50,000 to Chile following the earthquake).
The Organization also contributes an additional 10-15% of the amount

contributed through this fund by donors at the time of a disaster.
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11. Cooperation with Other Agencies

The very nature of disaster preparedness and relief encompasses

close coordination and cooperation with other institutions, both at

national or international levels. The Organization makes a considerable

effort to stimulate joint undertakings with other agencies.

11.1 Cooperation within WHO

In cooperation with Emergency Relief Operations, WHO/HQs, the

Organization, jointly with the Regional Office for Europe (EURO), is

developing indicators for rapid assessment of health needs following

sudden impact disasters. A consultative inter-regional meeting took

place in Cornwall, Canada, from 18 to 21 March 1985. A 10-day meeting on

disaster preparedness in small nations is being organized jointly by the

Regional Office for the Western Pacific (WPRO) and our Region. This

meeting, scheduled for November 1985 in Hawaii, will promote the exchange
of information between the Caribbean and the Pacific islands and

territories.

Similarly, preliminary contacts have been made to offer the

temporary services of experts from this Region to assist in the public
health management of the emergencies caused by the drought in Africa.

This proposed field cooperation is also regarded as being in the interest

of this Region, since it provides first hand experience in the management
of large scale severe emergencies that so far are fortunately uncommon in

this Region.

11.2 Cooperation within the U.N. system

11.2.1 The United Nations Disaster Relief Coordinator Office (UNDRO) is

the responsible U.N. agency for the overall coordination of international
relief assistance and promotion of disaster preparedness and prevention.

Numerous joint activities or consultations are taking place between UNDRO
and PAHO. In addition to the joint project in the Caribbean (see 7.1.c)

technical collaboration is being considered in Latin America to offer the

countries a multisectoral cooperation at international level. Worthwhile

mentioning is UNDRO's offer to support the printing of the French
language edition the PAHO Scientific Publications on disaster management.

11.2.2 The United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) is the
U.N. agency responsible for the protection and welfare of populations

seeking refuge from disasters or conflicts in another country. This
organization has recently established a post of medical advisor in

Geneva, offering an opportunity for closer technical coordination at

Headquarters level. At country level, the UNHCR presence and involvement

in the public health field is practically limited to Central America and
Mexico. A more active role of the Organization as advisor to the UNHCR

on public health matters might be of mutual interest. At the present
time, UNHCR often delegates public health matters to non-governmental
organizations (NGOs) that are somewhat unfamiliar with the policies and

primary health care approaches adopted by the WHO Governing Bodies and
the technical norms and standards applicable in the host country.
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11.2.3 A meeting of 25 experts on assessment of needs following disasters

was organized jointly with the United Nations Economic Commission for

Latin America (ECLA) and UNDRO in May 1983 at ECLA's offices in Mexico.

Exchange of information, consultation and other cooperation is maintained

with other agencies, such as UNICEF, as dictated by the circumstances.

11.3 Cooperation with other agencies and NGOs

11.3.1 To the extent possible, the Organization coordinates its

preparedness activities with the National Red Cross Societies, the League
of Red Cross Societies and, when applicable, with the International

Committee of the Red Cross. Periodically, contacts are also maintained
with the main NGOs active in the field of disaster relief or

preparedness, such as Catholic Relief Services (CRS), OXFAM, Save the
Children, etc.

11.3.2 A few countries offer bilateral cooperation to Latin America in

general disaster preparedness. Special effort is made to avoid

duplication and offer them technical advic_ or support on health related

issues, whenever in the interest of Member Countries.

12. General Observations on Future Orientations of the Program

12.1 The current reliance of the Program on temporary extrabudgetary

funding should lead the Organization and its Governing Bodies to consider

various issues of importance:

a) Are the current strategies and priorities for the use of this

transitional outside funding the most appropriate ones to

ensure a permanent impact and benefit for the existing national

disaster preparedness programs of the health sector?

b) How would it be possible to stimulate action from governments
of disaster-prone Member Countries who have not established a

disaster prepared- ness program in the health sector yet?

c) What level of technical cooperation _nould be maintained and

funded by the Organization itself to ensure the continuity of a

minimum support to national programs?

12.2 In some cases, donor agencies tend to favor specific technical
areas of cooperation, e.g. hospital disaster preparedness or well-defined

short-term projects, e.g. preparation of manuals or training material.

The Organization encountered more difficulties in securing medium-term

extrabudgetary funding for general technical support and cooperation to

national programs. Yet these non-specialized activities probably

constitute the most critical support now required by the emerging
national disaster preparedness programs. Such cooperation might be

assumed by increasing the contribution of the regular budget or by use of

the mechanism of technical cooperation between developing countries
(TCDC).
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12.3. As are all technical cooperation programs, disaster preparedness

is "labor intensive." A significant amount of-the budget is dedicated to
advisory/consultancy services. Exploration of alternative complementary

sources, such as the recruitment of U.N., volunteers is critical.

Surprisingly few potentially eligible U.N. volunteers have been
identified so far from disaster-prone countries of the Region, in spite

of a presumably large reservoir of young qualified health professionals
in search of challenging employment in several countries of the Region.

It may be beneficial for the countries and the Organization to more

actively seek out these promising young professionals.

A complementary mechanism to be considered is the temporary detail

(for instance, one year) by the Member Governments to the Organization of
national staff from the country disaster preparedness programs.

12.4. The ultimate justification of a regional program is to stimulate

or strengthen the programs on emergency preparedness at country level.
In addition to allocating their own resources to fulfill this health

responsibility, Member Governments should consider the convenience of

including specific projects into the priorities submitted to bilateral or

multilateral agencies offering direct cooperation to the country.

12.5. At global level, two centers have been designated by WHO as

"Collaborating Centers" on emergency preparedness: Center of

Epidemiology of Disasters, Public Health School, University of Louvain,

Belgium (natural disasters) and the London School of Tropical Medicine
and Hygiene (refugees and displaced persons). Although it is a priority

to identify regional centers, preferably in disaster-prone countries of

Latin America or the Caribbean, to provide scientific support and

reference to the regional program, no significant progress has been made
yet.

12.6. Fortunately, large disasters are not a common occurrence in any

single country. As a result, it is critical that additional effort be

made to draw lessons and experience from severe emergency situations

experienced by other countries on a worldwide basis. Within the Region,

disaster-prone countries should develop mechanisms to offer standing
advance invitations to selected counterparts from other Member Countries

exposed to the same risk so that they may observe and cooperate, if

appropriate, during the actual management of the acute emergency.
Simulation exercises and postfacto meetings are no substitute for direct
involvement.

It should also be noted that the relatively advanced status of

disaster preparedness programs at regional and national level in the

Americas, compared to other regions of _{0, places the Organization in a

position to share its experience with them. Far from diJerting attention

from the unmet needs at the regional level, this inter-regional

cooperation is likely to prove of benefit to our Region by broadening the

experience and expertise available to Hember Countries.

Annexes
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MAJOR EARTHQUAKES

1970-1985

YEAR COUNTRY KILLED INJURED AFFECTED

1970 Peru (May 31) 66,794 143,331 3,072,909

1970 Ecuador (December 9) 29 N/A 60,000

1971 Chile(July9) 85 451 2,348,522

1972 Nicaragua (December 23) 10,000 20,000 400,000

1973 CostaRica(March14) 21 98 3,563

1974 Peru(October3) 78 2,414 41,260

1976 Guatemala (February 4) 23,000 77,000 3,750,000

1979 Colombia (December 12) 276 N/A 10,000

1982 E1 Salvador(June19) '8 96 5,000

1983 Colombia(_rch 31) 102 228 150,000

1985 Argentina(January26) 6 200 38,000

1985 Chile(March3) 150 2,000 170,000

TOTAL 100,549 245,818 10,049,254

Sources: UNDRO, OFDA/AID, PAHO
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MAJOR HURRICANES

1970-1985

YEAR COUNTRIES KILLED INJURED AFFECTED

1974 Honduras (Fifi) 800 N/A 600,000

September 18

1976 Mexico(Liza) 600 14,000 200,000
October 1

1979 Dominica(David) 40 2,500 70,000

August 29

1979 Dominican Republic 1,400 N/A 1,200,000
(David and Frederick)

August - September

1980 St.Vincent(Allen) - - 20,000

August 4

1980 SaintLucia (Allen) 17 1,000 70,000

August 4

1980 Jamaica (Allen) 9 N/A 10,000

August 6

1980 Haiti (Allen) 220 N/A 835,000

August 8

1982 Cuba (Albert) 40 N/A 105,000
June 18-19

1983 Mexico(Tico) 135 N/A 10,000
October 20

TOTAL 3,261 17,500 3,120,000

Sources: UNDRO, OFDA/AID, PAHO
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MAJOR FLOODS

1970-1985

YEAR COUNTRY KILLED AFFECTED

1970 Brazil,Recife(June) 172 104,371

1970 Colombia,Cauca (October) 307 5,000,000

1971 Peru,NorthCoast (February) 250 330,000

1972 Mexico,MexicoCity (May) 37 100,000

1973 Chile,Centraland South (June) 32 40,000

1975 Haiti,Les Cayes(May) 78 40,000

1975 Brazil(July) 118 748,000

1978 Bolivia, Beni, Santa Cruz, (December) 40 100,000

1979 Colombia,North Eastern (November) 62 100,000

1979 Jamaica,entirecountry 40 160,000

1980 Argentina,BuenosAires Province 31 36,000

1982 Guatemala, Pacific Coast, Trop. Dep. Paul 620 20,000

(September)

1982 E1 Salvador,Montebello (September) 600 25,000

1982 Honduras(September) 200 20,000

1982 Nicaragua(June) 71 52,000

1983 Ecuador(February-June) 30m 950,000

1983 Peru (February-June) 280 830,000

1983 Bolivia(February-June) 40 700,000

1984 Colombia 152 192,000

1985 Brazil N/A 35,000

TOTA_ 3,430 9,285,371

Sources: UNDRO, PAHO, UN/ECLA
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VOLCANIC ERUPTIONS

1970-1985

YEAR COUNTRY KILLED AFFECTED

1976 Costa Rica (Arenal),October 21 - 70,000

1976 Guadeloupe,August30 - 75,000

1979 St. Vincent(La Soufriere) 2 20,000
March 13

1982 Mexico (El Chichonal),March 29 100 60,000

TOTAL 102 225,000

Sources: UNDRO, OFDA/AID
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Resolution X

Emergency Assistance to Countries of the Americas

The D_rectin_s Council,

Bearing in mind the assistance given by the Pan American Sanitary
Bureau on the occasion of the earthquake that occurred in Guatemala on

4 February 1976, the provisions of Resolution XXX approved by the

XVIII Pan American Sanitary Conference m connection with the

earthquake in Peru m 1970, and the recommendations concermng
natural disasters contained in the Ten-Year Health Plan for the Americas;

Being convinced that similar emergency situations are bound to occur

in the disaster-prone parts of the Region and are likely to affect countries

that <to not a,s yet po_se_s C.ml_rehensiw' emelgemy relief I)l.m_ or Ih,It

need technical assistance in order to update and apply them,

Considering that most of the assistance agencies are not properly

equipped to provide help 1,1 the health ,.'Id m c..lyi.g out thcil
reconstruction, rehabilitation and plannm_ tasks, and

l_elng augloub that tile InterlidtiOlidl ah,,IMdl!ce given to £oulltlle:_

affected by natural disasters should be better coordinated, rational and
more effective,

Resolves:

1. To thank the Director and the Secretariat, and particularly the
personnel assigned to Guatemala, for the assistance given to that country

in connection with the earthquake of 4 February 1976.
2. To request the Member Governments to develop plans and, where

necessary, enact leglslauon, set standards, and take preventive or

palliative measures against natural disasters and disseminate such mea-
sures throughout the sectors concerned, coordinating their action with

that taken by the corresponding services of PASB.

3. To request the Director to set up within the Pan American Sanitary

Bureau, alter hr_t compthng and audlyztng the apploprtate data and

information, a disaster unit with instructions to define the pohcy of the
Organization, to formulate a plan of action for the various types of disas-

ters, to make an inventory of the human and other resources available, to

train the necessary personnel, to prepare and disseminate appropriate

guidelines and manuals, to promote operations research to meet the needs
of the countries in disaster situations, and to ensure that this unit establish
effecnve coordination with the U rated Nations Disaster Relief Coordina-

tor, tbe lnternat.onal Red Cross, and othcJ natmnal and tnternatmnal

bodies prov:dmg d_saster assistance

4 Tolequest thc I)lre_lol to scl up a natural dlsastt'r relief voluntary

tund which can be u_ed promptly and readily by the disaster umt

(Approved at the tenth plenary sess, on,

I October 1976)
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Resolution XXXVI

Emergency Pi_ci),tt_etl,ic_s and I)isa_t('r Rclicl

Coordination Program in the Amerkas

The Dttecttng Council,

I._)t.aiing iii nllnd Rc,.,olutl,n X (il Ill(' XXIV Mc(ting (ii tilL' I)il(tilnq

Council on emergency assistance to countlles of the Ain('rlcaS, dlld

I'tesoJution XXII ol lite 821icl Me('tlnq ()1 Ill(' I'.x('¢utlv(' (]d)llililltl('(' ()il

emergency preparedness and disaster l chet coordination ploglaln lit th('
Americas;

Having examined the document presented by the Director on the disas-

ter preparedness program in the Americas (Document CD26/11);

Consldei lng that emergency situations tau_('d by natural o, man-made
disasters are bound to affect the health status of the countries of the Re-

g,O,I, a,l(l that the m,nlstrit's of ll('alth should play a leading role. w,th]n

the clv,i delense system, ltl t',nel ge,it y l)l cpal ethics% and , cliel at ti v,ties
related to health; and

Convinced that the most valuable contribut,on of the Organization in

the wake of a disaster may be the speedy provision of technical coopera-
Ili}ll.

Resolves

I. To thank and commend the Dliector tor the development ot the
Emergent y 1), i'll,ti ('dness and I)lsa..t('l l,tch('l (;ool¢hnatto,! Ih og, ,iii( ,,,id

for the technical cooperat,on and assistance provided to Member Countr,es

du, ,ilg ('lll(',,I.)('llt y '..,ii U.iii(I.,,b %ii1( (' ii% i,l(('[)J,o,I

2. To urge Member Governments to establish a high-level multisectorai

group to coordinate all relief measures and an ongoing program to update
emergency plans, train health personnel, and promote research and case

studies to imp, ore (J&s,lste, ma,lagelrie,lt

:_ 'lo Lllge Menlber Goveinnlents and luiith,lg ageiit,es Lo cont,]butc to

the Natural Disaster Relief Voluntary I;tind (I'D) ,,nd to l,l(illi,ltt, ti,('

(),ga,i,/atio,l's techn,taJ tOOl)(',,it,oil ,nllned,,llely JoJJ()will.q ,, {Jt%,lstt'l o,i lilt'
basis of agreements signed prior to the emergency

4. To request thc Director to maintain d, rect contact w,th all tu,_d, ng
agencies and institutions in order to channel relief assistance towards areas
of need Jn the health set(or

5 To invite the Director to increase the cooperation ot the Orgamza-

tion in assessing emergency needs, preparation of damage estimates, and
rehabll,tat,on projects follow,ng a d,saster

6. '1 o request the Director to center the ettorts ot tile Organ,zation on
the I,.I,iili,L_ (il I,('alih oil,t.l.ils ii, t Ji.i,g(. ol ('lll('lqJ'll(y I)l('l).ll('(hl('_,s ,lil(I

the (_(}o, di,latio,I oJ ,tllt'J ('Ilo, ts i,i Mt',llbt', (]otli,tiit's, ,,ktlt,(Jiii,q Ill

,i(tuaJ emerg('o( les wilt'lit'v(', i)()ssihJe

(Approved at the stxteeath plenary seswon,
I ()tlobe/ 1979)
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Resolution XL

Emergency Preparedness Program

The Dfrectmg Councd,

Bearing in mind Resolutions X and XXXV1 ol the XXIV and XXVI
Meetings of the Directing Councd, respectively, on the establishment of the
F.mel gency P_eparedness and Disaster Rehef Coordmatmn Progr,un ,md thc
Natural Disaster Rehel Voluntary Fund,

Having examined Document CD27/25 presented by the Director on the

proposed medium-term program and strategy for the Emergency Prepared-
ness Program and the role of the Organization in the immediate aftermath of
disasters;

Believing that the Organization should extend its technical cooperatson in
all disaster or emergency situations presenting any serious threat to publ,c
health;

Being aware mat emergency technical cooperation must be provided with
the utmost promptness and a minimum of administrative or other delays, and

Being convinced that PAHO has the necessary technical and admmlstrauve
capacity to coordinate international disaster health assistance in the Region
and to offer technical advice to potential donors on appropriate assistance re-
quired,

Resolves

1. To approve the medium-term program and strategy proposed in Docu-
ment CD27/25, and to request the Direttor to gradually in(zc,tsc tt'(h,.(,d
cooperation within the Emergency Prepaaedness Program to assist thc hcahh
sectors of Member Countms in ttle development of disaster prep.trcdne'.', pro-
grams also in case ol natural or tetAmological disaster sol public health lz.pol-
tance.

2. To request the Duector to seek extl.tbudgctaly !unthng lol' ',(It'llglJl-

ening PAHO's technical cooperation at regional and area levels in emergency
preparedness and disaster rehef.

3. To request the Dwector to take the necessary steps to make a muludisci-
plinary team of PAHO experts available, on request, for providing emergency
technical cooperation in case of a major disaster and to assist in the assessment
of needs and in the coordination of the international !,ealth assistance

4. To urge Member Governments of countries which are espc¢ ,ally vul,er-
able to disasters and which so desire it to tacthtate the entry of the multtdisci-
plinary team of PAHO experts in the country after a disaster has occurred
and, when deemed convenient, adopt the necessary measures prior to a
disaster.

5. To !equcst the D,tectoi-Gcnelal ol the World Heahh (31gamz.ttto. to
study the desirability of decentralizing to the Regional Office for the Americas
the responsibility for the management and coordination of international
disaster health assistance in the Region.

6. To request Member Governments, international organizations, bilateral
agencies, and private donors to make contributions to the Natural Disaster
Relief Voluntary Fund, which operated by PAHO,

(Adoptedat the szxteinthplenary sesston,
2 October1980)
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Sample Agreement

EMERGENCY TECHNICAL COOPERATION AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE

PAN AMERICAN HEAL%_H ORGANIZATION AND THE GOVERNMENT OF (COUNTRY)
IN CASE OF A MAJOR NATURAL DISASTER

The Government of (country)-- , represented by the M_n_try' of

llealth and Itousing, hereinafter referred to as "the Government"; and

The Pan American Health Organization, hereinafter referred to as

"PAHO", represented by the Pan American Sanitary Bureau, Regional Office
of the World Health Organization;

Hereby establish the bases for the provision of emergency technical

cooperation in case of a major natural disaster in (country).

ARTICLE I

Definitions

1. The Pan American Sanitary Bureau (PASB) is the administrative organ

of PAHO. By Agreement signed between PAHO and the World Health Organiza-

tion (WHO) on 24 May 1949, PASB serves also as the Regional Office of WHO

for the Western Hemisphere.

2. "International personnel" means in this Agreement, all PAHO staff

and all consultants appointed by P_{O to work in the emergency, as well
as the staff of any other bilateral or multilateral international agency

who cooperates in the emergency.

3. "Natural disaster" means any natural event causing damages and

ecological disruption on a scale sufficient to warrant an emergency re-

sponse from outside the affected community.
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4. "A major natural disaster" is a natural event which causes great

damages and calls for resources exceeding by large the capacity of the
country. For instance, the earthqu,_kes in Peru (1970), Nic,Jr:_g.a (1977),

and Guatemala (1976); the hurricanes Fifi in Honduras (1974) and David in

the Dominican Republic and Dominica (1979).

5. "Emergency technical cooperation" means in this Agreement nj] tech-

nical advisory services and other means of cooperation, provided by PAH0
and by any other bilateral or multilateral international agency during the

emergency period following a disaster· Normally, it will be extended for
no more than four weeks following the impact.

ARTICLE II

Frame of Reference

The following documents will serve as frame of reference for the

provision of the emergency technical cooperation:

1. The Basic Agreement signed between the Government and PAHO
OD

2. Resolution XL, "Emergency Preparedness Program", approved on 2

October 1980 at the sixteenth plenary session of the XXVII Meeting of the
Directing Council of PAHO.

ARTICLE III

Objectives

The objectives of the emergency technical cooperation include:

· assessment of health needs and determination of priorities;

· formulation of emergency projects and coordination with prospec-
tive sources of assistance;

· surveillance of communicable diseases and outbreak prevention;

· inventory and distribution of relief supplies;

· survey of water supply systems and other sanitary services;

· survey of damages to existing health facilities.
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ARTICLE IV

Provision of Emergency Technical Cooperation

1. Emergency technical cooperation will be provided by a small multi-

disciplinary team of international personnel· The team will be consti-
tuted by PAHO immediately after the notice that a major natural disaster
has stricken (country) _.

2. Actual composition of the team will depend on the:

· Estimated magnitude of the disaster compared to the human and

material resources of (country);

. Importance, qualifications and disaster experience of the PAHO

staff in duty in the country at the time of the disaster_ ,

o Availability of the appropriate experts (staff members or con-

sultants from countries exposed to similar risks) for temporary

assignment to the disaster area.

3. The team will normally be mobilized in a given situation with the

authorization of the Government, except in case of disruption of telecom-

munications between _o,ntry_ and PAHO. In such an eventuality, PAHO
has the authority to temporarily transfer staff on duty station in other

countries, or appoint consultants to travel without delay to Cco_m_ry
International personnel sent by PAHO to _ under these circum-

stances will report upon arrival to the designated national authority.

ARTICLE V

Administrative Provisions

1. Emergency relief activities will be executed under the responsibil-

ity of the Government, with the advice and emergency technical cooperation
of PAHO in health related matters.

2. P_{O's Caribbean Program Coordinator in Barbados will be the offi-

cial channel of communications between PAHO and the Government at country
level.

3. PAHO's office for Emergency Preparedness and Disaster Relief Coor-

dination will be responsible for the mobilization and coordination of the

emergency technical cooperation covered by this Agreement.
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4. The international personnel appointed by PAHO will be under its
supervision and will be responsible only to this Organization. When

deemed appropriate by PAHO, this international personnel may be placed
under the operational direction of the Coordinator of the United Nations
Disaster Relief Office (UNDRO).

ARTICLE VI

Financin$

1. The extent of emergency technical cooperation will be contingent

on availability of PAHO resources at the time of a particular natural
disaster.

2. PAHO may seek and accept extrabudgetary resources, funds, or serv-

ices such as transportation or telecommunication facilities from other

agencies or Member Countries, in order to provide the necessary emergency

technical cooperation.

ARTICLE VII

Commitments of PAHO

PAHO, subject to its administrative and financial regulations,

agrees to the following:

1. Personnel

The staff of PAHO and, when appropriate and possible, consultants

appointed for the emergency, will provide technical advice and guidance,

in accordance with Article IV, paragraph 4.

2. Supplies and Equipment

2.1 Equipment, supplies and printed material may be provided by PAHO

to facilitate operations of the emergency technical cooperation team.

2.1 Title to any nonexpendable supplies and equipment which may be

furnished by PAHO for the duration of the emergency technical cooperation

will be retained by PAHO.

2.3 Donation of medical supplies, equipment, etc. for general relief

purposes is not covered by this agreement.
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ARTICLE VIII

Commitments of the Government

The Government agrees to the following:

1. Personnel

The Government will designate, upon signature of this Agreement, a

counterpart official responsible for coordinating with PAHO all health-

related emergency relief activities in ,country) .

2. Supplies and Equipment

The Government will grant exemption from customs duties_for any

health supplies and equipment which might be provided by PAH0 or other

international agencies, and will provide, subject to availability, all

necessary facilities for the receipt, warehousing, and transportation
within the country of such supplies and equipment.

3. Facilities for International Personnel

Subject to availability, the Government will provide for the in-

ternational personnel assigned to the emergency, the necessary facilities
for the fulfillment of their mission, including office accomodation, sec-

retarial assistance, transportation within (country) , access to telecom-

munication facilities, granting of temporary visa at the port of entry to

prevent travel delays, identification documents to circulate in the emer-

gency zone and other facilities, as required and compatible with the emer-

gency situation existing in _country>_.

4. Information

The Government will keep PAHO informed on matters which may affect

the provision of emergency technical cooperation.

5. Thi?d Party .Liability

5.1 The Government will be responsible for dealing with any claxms

which may be brought by third parties against PAHO, its advisers, agents

and employees, and will hold harmless PAHO its advisers, agents and em-

ployees, in case of any claims or liabilities resulting from operations
under this Agreement, except where it is agreed by the parties that such

claims or liabilities arise from the gross negligence or willful miscon-

duct of such advisers, agents or employees.
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5.2 Without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing, the Govern-

ment will insure or indemnify PAHO for any liability under the laws of the

country, in respect of vehicles provided on loan for the emergency.

ARTICLE IX

Evaluation

1. The Government and PAHO jointly assume responsibility for the eval-

uation of the emergency technical cooperation.

2. Evaluation facilities will be made available by the Goverment to

PAHO, including access to statistical and other records, assistance from
statistical and other governmental services, and use of their premises for

this purpose.

3. The Government will encourage national or regional scientific in-
stit,tions to cooper.Rte in the evaluation of emergency operation_ iJ_gen-

eral, and PAHO emergency technical cooperation in particular.

4. The Government and PAHO will consult each other regarding the pub-

lication, both national and international, of findings and reports com-

piled in connection with the emergency.

ARTICLE X

Final Provisions

1. This Agreement will come into effect upon signature by both

parties.

2. This Agreement may be modified or extended by mutual consent of the

parties.

3. This Agreement may be terminated unilaterally by either party, by

written notice to the other party. Termination will take effect 30

(thirty) days after receipt of such notice.

4. PAH0 will not be held responsible if prevented from fulfilling its

commitments, in whole or in part, due to war, civil disturbances, and any

other cause beyond the control of PAHO.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the officials designated below, being duly

authorized to that effect, sign this Agreement in duplicate.

ON BEHALF OF THE GOVERNMENT OF

(COUNTRY)

Place:

Date;

ON BEHALF OF THE

PAN AMERICAN HEALTH ORGANIZATION

Place;

Da te;

Director

Pan American Sanitary Bureau



CE95/14 (Eng.)
ANNEX IV

BUDGET OF THE EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM IN US_

1982-1983 % 1984-1985 %

Regularbudget 267,100 9.1 419,630 , 10.7

Emergencyfund (PD) 319,395 10.8 380.997 9.8

Extrabudgetary 2,364,451 80.1 3,109,235 79.5

TOTAL 2,950,946 100.0 3,909,862 100.0



FOLLOW-UP TO AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRECTING COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS

IN CONNECTION WITH THE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM

Directing Council
Mandate Countries PAHO/WHO

Resolution X, October 1976

Paragraph 2

- To draw up national emergency plans and take N/A

preventive and palliative measures against
natural disasters

Paragraph 3

- To set up a disasterunit in PAHO - In 1977 PAHO set up a disaster

preparedness unit

- To define the Organization's policy and formulate N/A - Compliance in progress, Documents

a plan of action for the various types of disasters CD26/11 (1979) and CD27/25 (1980)

- To make an inventory of resources, train personnel, N/A - _lis regional activity has been

prepare guidelines and manual_, an_l promote operations widely implemented
re_earch

- To establish effective coordination with the UNDRO, N/A - Coordination is satisfactory

the International Red Cross, and other agencies

Paragraph 4

- To request the Director to set up a voluntary fund - There was no response - In 1977 PAHO established the fund

for natural disaster relief (this mandate wa_ but- from countries or with an initial capital of _ _

tressed by Resolutions CD26.R36 and CD27.R40) agencies US_]O0,O00, and made a further _ ,o

contribution of US_200,000 in x'-
1983 <



FOLLOW-UP TO AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRECTING COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS

IN CONNECTION WITH _IE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM

Directing Council

Mandate Countries PAHO/WHO

Resolution XXXVI, October 1979

Paragraph 2

To urge Member Governments:

- To establish high-level multisectora] groups - They exist in almost all N/A
to coordinaterelief measures countries

- To e,;tablish an ongoing program to update - This basic recommendation N/A

emergency plans, train health personnel, bas been implemented Jn a

a.d promote disaster research minority of the countries

Paragraph 3

To urge the Governments to facilitate the -Four Caribbean countries N/A

Org.mization's technical cooperation in have signed aRreement_

disasters on the basis of agreements signed

prior to the emergencies

Paragraph 4

- To request the Director to maintain direct N/A - Contact is properly maintained

contact with all funding agencies and insti- (a directory has been compiled

tutions Jn order to channel relief assistance of agencies that provide assJs-

towardsareas of need in the health sector tance in the wake of disasters) _o_>

Paragraph5 _ _ ol_°

- To invite tho Director to increase the N/A - In compliance: a manual for the
Organization's cooperation in assessing "evaluation of health needs in .-.

emergency needs, preparing damage estim,ttes, the w,_ke of natural disasters" _s

._nd rphabili_ation p,-oje_-t_ in the design stage 0Q



FOLLOW-UP TO AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRECTING COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS

IN CONNECTION WITH THE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM

Directing Council
Mandate Countries PAHO/WHO

Paragraph 6

To req.est the Director:

- Tn center the Organization's efforts N/A - The training of local officials

in the trainingof healthofficials is a very importantpart of the

in charge of emergency preparedness Organization'stechnical coopera-
tion. Training on site of disas-

ters has not been possible

Resolution XL, October 1980

Paragraph 1

- To gradually increase technical cooperation - A component on technological

in emergency preparedness for technological (chemical) disasters has been

disasters of public health importance included in the regional program,
but it could not be developed

properly for lack of a budget.

- Technical cooperation is also

being increased for health

aspects of social violence (re-

fugees and displaced persons)

Paragraph 2

TorequesttheDirector: om _

- To seek extrabudgetary funding to strengthen - The Organization has been fairly o_<z-

PAHO'stechnicalcooperation successfultn obtainingextra-

budgetary funds for the regional
and countryprograms 0p



FOLLOW-UP TO AND COMPLIANCE WITH DIRECTING COUNCIL RESOLUTIONS
IN CONNECTION WITH THE DISASTER PREPAREDNESS PROGRAM

Directing Council
Mandate Countries PAHO/WHO

Paragraph 3

- To request the Director to take the necessary - In compliance: a multidiscipli-
steps to make a multidisciplinaryteam of nary "Disaster Response Team" has

PAHO experts available for cooperation in the been set up for the Caribbean
a_qes_mpntsof needsand the coordinationof countries. _ '_'

international health assistance

-Training seminars for PAHO prof-

fesional staff are in the plan-

ning stage

Paragraph 4

- To urge Member Governments to facilitate the - Very little headway has

entry of the multidisciplinary team of PAHO been made; technical as-

experts in the country after a disaster has sistance is de]ayed and

occurred madelesseffectiveby

the requirement of routine
formalities and the ob-

taining of authorizations

Paragraph 5

- To request the Director-General of WHO to N/A - The request has been forwarded

study the desirabilityof decentralizing but further action is still

to the RegionalOfficefor the Americas pending

the responsibility for the management and _ _ r_c_
coordinationof internationaldisaster 0Q_ _o

healthassistanceintheRegion _ _ _"

t_

0_


